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ABSTRACT: Nanoparticles are useful for the delivery of small
molecule therapeutics, increasing their solubility, in vivo resi-
dence time, and stability. Here, we used organocatalytic ring
opening polymerization to produce amphiphilic block copoly-
mers for the formation of nanoparticle drug carriers with
enhanced stability, cargo encapsulation, and sustained
delivery. These polymers comprised blocks of poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG), poly(valerolactone) (PVL), and poly(lactide)
(PLA). Four particle chemistries were examined: (a) PEG-PLA,
(b) PEG-PVL, (c) a physical mixture of PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL,
and (d) PEG–PVL–PLA tri-block copolymers. Nanoparticle sta-
bility was assessed at room temperature (20 !C; pH = 7), physi-
ological temperature (37 !C; pH = 7), in acidic media (37 !C; pH
= 2), and with a digestive enzyme (lipase; 37 !C; pH = 7.4).
PVL-based nanoparticles demonstrated the highest level of

stability at room temperature, 37 !C and acidic conditions, but
were rapidly degraded by lipase. Moreover, PVL-based
nanoparticles demonstrated good cargo encapsulation, but
rapid release. In contrast, PLA-based nanoparticles demon-
strated poor stability and encapsulation, but sustained release.
The PEG–PVL–PLA nanoparticles exhibited the best combina-
tion of stability, encapsulation, and release properties. Our
results demonstrate the ability to tune nanoparticle properties
by modifying the polymeric architecture and composition.
© 2019 The Authors. Journal of Polymer Science Part A: Poly-
mer Chemistry published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Polym.
Sci., Part A: Polym. Chem. 2019, 57, 1322–1332
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INTRODUCTION Nanoparticles (NPs) are emerging as a pow-
erful delivery system for small molecule therapeutics on
account of their ability to increase solubility,1,2 stability,3,4

circulation time,2 and cargo uptake by cells by taking advan-
tage of native mechanisms.5 They are extremely versatile and
can be administered via intravenous infusion,6 orally,3,4,6 or
can be incorporated into extended release depot formula-
tions.7 Control over the size, stability, and chemistry of NPs is
critical for efficacious extension of circulation half-life and/or
accumulation in target tissues.8,9 Moreover, most chemother-
apeutic drugs available for cancer treatment are hydrophobic
small molecules such as paclitaxel, doxorubicin, tamoxifen,
and flubendazole, which have poor solubility in water, even
in the presence of traditional excipients. In addition, cancer
therapeutics can be highly toxic when delivered in large

doses,10,11 and NPs have potential to facilitate more targeted
delivery.12–15 Amphiphilic block copolymers comprising
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and poly(lactide) (PLA), PEG–PLA,
allow for self-assembly into different morphological configura-
tions, including core–shell structures such as micelles or NPs,
depending on the relative volume fractions of the two
blocks.5,9,16 The PEG chains on these particles have also been
shown to increase circulation time by avoiding clearance by
the reticuloendothelial system.17–19 Previous studies have
focused on the encapsulation of paclitaxel,20–27 cisplatin,28 and
doxorubicin29–31 in micelles for delivery.32 Yet, micelles are
dynamic particles where diblock copolymers undergo chain
exchange between the micelle and the surrounding
environment,33 and consequently, these structures often suffer
from dissociation upon entrance dilution.9 In contrast, NPs are
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composed of block copolymers where the hydrophobic core-
forming block is high-molecular weight, enabling them to entangle
and become kinetically trapped.34 NPs with hydrophobic cores
surrounded by hydrophilic shells are formed and do not suffer
from dilution effects.34 PEG–PLA NP delivery systems for pacli-
taxel have been investigated clinically and show promise.35–37

Organocatalytic ring opening polymerization (ROP) is well-
suited as a method for synthesis of a broad range of biodegrad-
able polyester polymers for use in drug delivery applications on
the account of the absence of potentially toxic metal catalysts. A
number of advanced organocatalytic ROP techniques have been
devised, which exhibit living characteristics allowing for highly
controlled polymerizations with low dispersity.38 Indeed, the
guanidine-based “superbase” 1,5,7-triazabicyclo-[4.4.0]dec-
5-ene (TBD) has been previously used as a catalyst for cyclic
esters such as lactide, caprolactone, or δ-valerolactone, as well
as the polymerization of block copolymers of PEG with each of
these monomers.39,40 More recently, urea anion catalysts have
emerged as highly selective and active catalysts for ROP that
allow for high conversion of common monomers in seconds.41

Urea anion catalysts have high tunability compared to TBD, all-
owing for catalyst activity to be matched to monomer reactivity
by changing the substituents on the urea anions.41 Although
PEG–PLA and poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(valerolactone) (PEG–
PVL) NPs have been extensively studied for their potential as
therapeutic micelles, more complex structures have not been
investigated in depth using an array of stability criteria as well
as cargo encapsulation and release.20,39,42,43 To broaden the

scope of potential therapeutic applications, new NPs with tun-
able release properties must be developed.

Therapeutic NPs are exposed to a variety of physiological envi-
ronments depending on their target and delivery method.
Long-term stability at physiological temperature may be advan-
tageous for applications in extended controlled drug release,
whereas stability and the ability to protect cargo at low pH and
in the presence of proteolytic enzymes are more critical for oral
delivery. In this study, we investigated the tunability of poly-
mer NPs by altering the material composition and molecular
architecture. We observed stability, cargo encapsulation and
release properties of four NP carriers comprising self-
assembled amphiphilic block copolymers. Block co-polymers
were prepared by advanced organocatalytic ROP techniques
with defined molecular weights and architectures and used to
create kinetically trapped NPs by nanoprecipitation. Blocks of
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(lactide) (PLA), and poly-
valerolactone (PVL) were used to make the following block
copolymers for NP formation: (a) PEG–PLA, (b) PEG–PVL,
(c) physical mixture and co-precipitation of PEG–PLA and PEG–
PVL block co-polymers (PMix), or (d) PEG–PVL–PLA tri-block
polymers (Fig. 1). NP stability was evaluated under four condi-
tions: room temperature (20 !C; pH = 7), physiological temper-
ature (37 !C; pH = 7), acidic condition (37 !C; pH = 2), and
digestive enzyme (lipase; 37 !C; pH = 7.4). The drug release
properties with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic model cargo
were compared. In this study, we examined how block copoly-
mer composition has an important role in maximizing cargo
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FIGURE 1 Synthetic scheme for organocatalytic ROP of block copolymers and corresponding nanoparticle chemistries (a) PEG–PLA,
(b) PEG–PVL, (c) physical mixture and co-precipitation of PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL, (d) PEG–PVL–PLA. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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loading, release and particle stability so that NP properties can
be optimized for a wide range of applications.

EXPERIMENTS

Materials
Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether 5000 Da (PEG5k; Sigma
Aldrich); rac-lactide (99%, Alfa Aesar); δ-valerolactone (389579,
Sigma Aldrich); oil Red O (Sigma Aldrich); fluorescein (Sigma
Aldrich); 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene (DBU) (98%, Sigma
Aldrich); dimethylformamide (DMF) (99.7%, Alfa Aesar); dic-
hloromethane (DCM) (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich); tetrahydrofuran
(THF) (99.9%, Fisher Scientific); acetone (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich);
acetonitrile (99.5%, Fisher Scientific); Tween 20 (Sigma Aldrich);
phosphate-buffered saline (pH ~7.4, Corning); 1,3-diphenylurea
(as synthesized by Lin et al.41); potassium hydride (KH) (30%
wt. in mineral oil, Sigma Aldrich); and benzoic acid (99.5%, Sigma
Aldrich).

General Synthesis of PEG–PLA Block Copolymers
A solution of the catalyst and initiator was prepared by dissolving
DBU (10.6 mg, 0.069 mmol) and PEG5k (250 mg, 0.050 mmol) in
DCM (1 mL) in a 20 mL vial equipped with a stir bar. In a sepa-
rate vial, rac-lactide (1.0 g, 6.9 mmol) was dissolved in DCM
(3 mL) with mild heating, which was then added to the cata-
lyst/initiator solution. The reaction was stirred for 15 minutes
before quenching with excess benzoic acid. The product was
recovered by precipitation from a diethyl ether:hexane (1:1) solu-
tion, collected by centrifugation, and dried under vacuum.

General Synthesis of PEG–PVL Block Copolymers
In an N2-filled glovebox, a stock solution of the catalyst and ini-
tiator was prepared by dissolving KH (4.2 mg, 0.104 mmol),
1,3-diphenylurea (66.2 mg, 0.312 mmol) and PEG5k (520 mg,
0.104 mmol) in THF (2.1 mL), which was mildly heated to help
dissolve the PEG. After the bubbling (the reaction of KH and
urea generates H2 gas) stopped, 2 mL of the stock solution was
added via a syringe to δ-valerolactone (1.84 g, 18.4 mmol) in
THF (16 mL) in a 20 mL vial equipped with a stir bar. After
60 s, a solution of benzoic acid (excess) was added to quench
the reaction. The sample was removed from the glovebox for
analysis. The product was purified by precipitation from a
diethyl ether:hexane (1:1) solution and collected by centrifuga-
tion. The final product was dried under vacuum.

General Synthesis of PEG–PVL–PLA Block Copolymers
In an N2-filled glovebox, a stock solution of the catalyst was pre-
pared by dissolving of KH (4.8 mg, 0.12 mmol) and of 1,3-di
(3,5-bistrifluoromethylphenyl)urea (116.2 mg, 0.24 mmol) in
1.4 mL of THF. The mixture was stirred until the bubbling (the
reaction of KH and urea generates H2 gas) stopped. A solution of
initiator and monomer was prepared by dissolving PEG5k
(400 mg, 0.08 mmol) and δ-valerolactone (VL) (890 mg,
8.9 mmol) in THF (3 mL) in a 20 mL vial equipped with a stir
bar, which was then mildly heated to help dissolve the PEG. A
solution of lactide was prepared by dissolving rac-lactide
(LA) (900 mg, 8.9 mmol) in THF (3.9 mL). To begin the polymeri-
zation, 1 mL of the catalyst stock solution was added to the

PEG/VL solution. After 20 minutes (87% conversion of VL), 4 mL
of the rac-lactide solution was immediately added to the reaction
mixture. After 8 s, a solution of benzoic acid (excess) was added
to quench the reaction. The sample was removed from the
glovebox for analysis. The product was purified by precipitation
from a diethyl ether:hexane (1:1) solution and collected by cen-
trifugation. The final product was dried under vacuum.

Polymer Characterization
After polymer synthesis, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
was performed using an Inova 300 to obtain number-average
molecular weight (Mn). All samples were characterized in D-chlo-
roform. Absolute molecular weight and polydispersity was deter-
mined in the ASTRA software package (Wyatt Technology
Corporation) after passing through two size exclusion chromatog-
raphy columns (Resolve Mixed Bed Low DVB, ID 7.8 mm, Mw
range 200–600,000 g mol–1 (Jordi Labs)) in a mobile phase of
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) with 0.1 M LiBr at 35 !C and a
flow rate of 1.0 mL min–1 (Dionex Ultimate 3000 pump, degasser,
and autosampler (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Detection consisted
of a Optilab T-rEX (Wyatt Technology Corporation) refractive
index detector operating at 658 nm and a HELEOS II light scatter-
ing detector (Wyatt Technology Corporation) operating at
659 nm. dn/dc values for PEG, PVL, and PLA (respectively,
0.0442, 0.0495, and 0.019) in the mobile phase were calculated
using dn

dc

! "
ab =

dn
dc

! "
a wt%ð Þa + dn

dc

! "
b wt%ð Þb after determining the

dn/dc values for PEG, PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL, and PEG–PVL–PLA
polymers of known weight fractions (via 1H-NMR spectros-
copy) in the ASTRA software package by batch injection of
three samples of known concentrations into an Optilab T-rEX
refractive index detector.

NP Formation
NP self-assembly and cargo encapsulation was performed by
nanoprecipitation. Polymers were dissolved in 1 mL DMF
(PEG–PLA), acetone (PEG–PVL), or acetonitrile (PEG–PLA–
PVL, PEG–PLA/PEG–PVL). Polymer solution was added
dropwise to 10 mL deionized water stirred at 500 rpm. Parti-
cles were centrifuged in centrifugal filters (Amicon Ultra:
15 mL, MWCO 10 000) at 4500 RCF for 1 hour to concentrate
the solution (concentrated to 100 μL). The NP solution was
diluted to 15 wt % in deionized water.

NP Characterization
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a TA
Instrument Q2000 with autosampler whereby polymer (5 mg)
was heated at 10 !C/min from 90 !C and 200 !C. Glass transition
temperatures of each NP group were determined. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) (DynaPro II plate reader, Wyatt Technology) was
used to determine hydrodynamic diameter of each NP group.

In vitro Stability Study
Particles were incubated under four conditions: room tempera-
ture (deionized water), 37 !C (deionized water), acidic conditions
(HCl at pH = 2, 37 !C), and digestive enzyme (Lipase; 51 kU/L in
PBS; 37∘C) at 15%wt/wt. Particle size measurements were taken
on day 0 and weekly over 12 weeks using dynamic light
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scattering (DLS) (DynaPro II plate reader, Wyatt Technology) to
measure hydrodynamic diameter of an aliquot diluted to 0.15%
wt. The ratio of particle size after incubation to initial particle size
was calculated.

Drug Encapsulation
NPs were prepared as described above but ORO or fluorescein
(1 mg, 2% wt; 3 mg, 6% wt; and 5 mg, 10% wt relative to poly-
mer) was dissolved in the solvent with the copolymer. After
nanoprecipitation, ORO particles were filtered to remove any
aggregated ORO and then diluted to a 1:3 NP solution to DMSO to
release ORO trapped in the particle core. Samples were briefly
vortexed. Encapsulation of the four NP groupswas thenmeasured
against a standard curve using spectrophotometry (λ = 518 nm).
Encapsulation efficiency was calculated by dividing the amount of
ORO encapsulated by the amount of ORO added initially.

For fluorescein particles, after nanoprecipitation, particles
were centrifuged in centrifugal filters (Amicon Ultra: 15 mL,
10 kDa MWCO) at 4500 RCF for 1 hour to concentrate the solu-
tion and remove non-encapsulated fluorescein. The fluorescein
concentration of the filtered solution was measured against a
fluorescein standard curve (λEx = 460 nm, λEm = 550 nm). To
calculate encapsulation efficiency, the difference between
added fluorescein and fluorescein present in the filter flow was
divided by the amount of fluorescein added initially.

Particle size of drug-loaded particles were determined immediately
after nanoprecipitation (ORO) or centrifugation (Fluorescein) using
dynamic light scattering (DLS) (DynaPro II plate reader, Wyatt
Technology) to measure hydrodynamic diameter of an aliquot
diluted to 0.15%wt.

In vitro Release Experiment
NPs were prepared as described above but ORO or fluorescein
(1 mg, 2% wt relative to polymer) was dissolved in the solvent
with the copolymer. The amount of ORO or fluorescein encapsu-
lated was determined as described above. Drug-loaded particles
were incubated at 37 !C for 12 weeks (ORO) or 3 weeks
(Fluorescein) under sink conditions in release media (PBS with
2% Tween). Specifically, 200 μL of particles (250 mg/mL) were
placed into a dialysis cup (Thermo Scientific Slide-A-Lyzer MINI
Dialysis Devices, MWCO = 10 kDa) in a 24-well plate well with
2 mL of release media per well. At time points, the dialysis cup
was transferred to a new well with a fresh 2 mL of release media
and the old releasemediawas used to determine release. For ORO

release, media was replaced weekly and ORO release was mea-
sured against a standard curve using a BioTek SynergyH1 micro-
plate reader (λ = 518 nm). For fluorescein release, media was
replaced at each time point (sampling frequency decreased over
time). The fluorescein concentration in the release media was
measured using spectroscopy against a fluorescein standard
curve (λEx = 460 nm, λEm = 550 nm). The cumulative amount of
drug released at each time point was calculated.

RESULTS

Block Co-Polymer Synthesis and NP Formation
Block copolymers PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL, and PEG–PVL–PLA were
synthesized using organocatalytic ROP with a urea anion catalyst
as shown in Figure 1. The PEG–PVL–PLA tri-block copolymer
was prepared by sequential addition of δ-valerolactone and
lactide. It should be noted that because of the differences in reac-
tivity between lactide and δ-valerolactone, PEG–PVL–PLA is the
only possible sequence of blocks. Lin et al. observed that lactide
has a polymerization rate orders of magnitude faster than
δ-valerolactone when polymerized with the urea anion catalyst.41

A PEG–PLA–PVL polymer is not possible using these methods on
account of extensive back-biting within the PLA block.

Each of the polymers prepared for this study were character-
ized using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
and gel permeation chromatography (GPC), and values are
reported in Table 1. The organocatalytic ROP technique utilized
here produces polymers with narrow dispersity (ĐPEG - PVL =
1.04; ĐPEG - PVL - PLA = 1.10; ĐPEG - PLA = 1.13), which is similar
to the results (Đ ~ 1.06–1.10) reported by Lin et al. in previous
studies.41 1H-NMR was used to determine copolymer molecular
weight, clearly showing the expected peaks for the individual
block components of the polymers (i.e., PEG protons at
3.63 ppm, PVL protons at 4.08 ppm, and PLA protons at
5.16 ppm; Supporting Information Fig. S2–S6). Molecular
weights for all complete block copolymers prepared ranged
from Mn = 24.6 kDa to 27.3 kDa by NMR for a target molecular
weight of Mn = 25 kDa. A target molecular weight of 25 kDa
allows for the hydrophobic portions of polymer chains to self
assemble to form a kinetically trapped entangled core. Further-
more, GPC analysis indicates a clean shift in the molecular
weight from PEG to PEG–PVL to PEG–PVL–PLA upon addition
of each subsequent block (Fig. 2).

With block copolymers in hand, we sought to produce NPs using
standard approaches to nanoprecipitation. A series of four NPs

TABLE 1 Characteristics of PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL, PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLA Copolymers and Nanoparticles

Mn
a Mn

b Đb Dh
c Polydispersity c Tg PLA

d Tg PV L
d

Polymer (kDa) (kDa) (nm) (PD) (!C) (!C)

PEG–PLA 24.6 29.0 1.13 57.6 0.22 14 n/a

PEG–PVL 27.3 29.4 1.04 49.6 0.23 n/a −81
PMix – – – 41.5 0.09 15 −79
PEG–PVL–PLA 25.9 24.4 1.10 39.4 0.13 14 −79

a Determined with 1H-NMR.
b Determined with multi angle light scattering (MALS) and dn/dc values.

c Determined with dynamic light scattering.
d Determined with differential scanning calorimetry.
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were prepared: (a) PEG–PLA, (b) PEG–PVL, (c) physical mixture
of PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL (PMix), and (d) PEG–PVL–PLA. The
choice of solvent used in the nanoprecipitation process has been
shown to strongly impact the size of the resulting NPs.22 We there-
fore screened several solvents, including DMF (PEG–PLA), acetone
(PEG–PVL), and acetonitrile (PMix and PEG–PVL–PLA), to obtain
NPs of similar size across each of the groups. NP fabrication yield
for the nanoprecipitation process was 83 $ 2% (data not shown).
Hydrodynamic diameter for each of the NPs was determined with
DLS and were found to fall between 39.4 and 57.6 nm (Table 1).
NP size dispersity was between 0.09 and 0.23 (Table 1), similar to
previous observations in the literature using this method.22

The glass transition temperature (Tg) was measured for each of
the NPs following lyophilization. The Tgs were taken from the
second heat cycle of the DSC. PLA Tg was between 14 and 15 !C
and PVL Tg was between −81 and −79 !C. Interestingly, two dis-
tinct Tgs exist for PMix and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs corresponding to
PLA and PVL, likely arising because PLA and PVL are not miscible
and can phase segregate in the NP core. Zeta-potential of the par-
ticles was measured (Supporting Information Fig. S1). PEG–PLA
particles and PEG–PVL–PLA particles were negatively charged
(PEG–PLA: –21 $ 1 mV; PEG–PVL–PLA: –9.3 $ 0.3 mV), and
PEG–PVL and PMix particles were approximately neutral (PEG–
PVL: –2.0 $ 0.7 mV; PMix: 1.6 $ 1 mV).

In vitro Stability
Particle diameter, measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS),
was used as ametric of NP stability over time under several distinct
test conditions: (a) room temperature (20 !C; pH = 7.4), (b) physio-
logical temperature (37 !C; pH = 7), (c) acidic media (pH = 2;
37 !C), and (d) in the presence of a digestive enzyme (lipase;
pH = 7.4; 37 !C) (Fig. 3). Here, we evaluated NPs for 12 weeks to

probe NP properties under a range of test conditions. Although gas-
tric residence time is on the order of hours, our intent was to use
acidic media and lipase exposure as model systems to understand
the effects these particles under stressed conditions. NPs were
between 39.4 and 57.6 nm in diameter on day 0 (Table 1), and no
change in particle diameterwas observed across all NP groups incu-
bated at room temperature for the entire duration of the 12-week
study [Fig. 3(a)]. These observations suggest that all NPs exhibit a
high degree of stability [Fig. 3(a)]. Lin et al. have previously showed
similar stability for NPs comprising PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL at
4 !C.39 In contrast, we have shown that temperature affects long-
term stability of PEG–PLA and PMix NPs, whereby these NPs
agglomerated at physiological temperatures (37 !C), resulting in
increasedmean NP diameters withmore disperse size distributions
after 7 weeks, 8 weeks, and 11 weeks for PEG–PLA, PMix, and
PEG–PVL–PLA NPs, respectively. PEG–PVL NPs remained stable for
the entire duration of the 12-week study [Fig. 3(b)].

In acidic media (pH = 2; 37 !C), PEG–PVL NPs remained sta-
ble, but PEG–PLA, PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs showed a
greater than twofold increase in diameter after 7, 8, and
9 weeks, respectively [Fig. 3(c)]. The onset of size instability
in PEG–PLA and PMix NPs occurred at a similar time point in
both 37 !C and acidic conditions (also incubated at 37 !C) sug-
gests that PEG–PLA degradation may be linked to tempera-
ture. It is unclear whether the formulation at pH = 2 or
storage at 37 !C is the dominant factor for instability of these
NPs under these conditions.

We also assessed NP stability in the presence of lipase
(50,900 U/L; pH = 7.4; 37 !C) at concentrations comparable to
physiological concentrations found in the stomach.44 Interest-
ingly, PEG–PVL showed rapid increases (>15-fold) in diameter
after 1 week under these enzymatic conditions. PEG–PVL–PLA
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FIGURE 2 Characterization of tri-block PEG–PVL–PLA co-polymers: (a) 1H NMR spectra in D-chloroform at 300 MHz and (b) GPC traces
of PEG (blue), PEG–PVL intermediate (green), and PEG–PVL–PLA (red). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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particles showed an initial size increase but then stabilized
around 2.5-fold their initial diameter. PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL–
PLA NPs retain the highest level of stability after incubation
with lipase, showing instabilities after 6 weeks and 5 weeks,
respectively, whereas PMix NPs remained stable for 3 weeks.

Through these four studies, we observed that PMix and PEG–PLA
NPs exhibited similar stability profiles. In comparison, PEG–PVL
and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs showed generally superior stability; how-
ever, PEG–PVL showed rapid degradation under enzymatic con-
ditions, whereas PEG–PVL–PLA showed increased enzymatic
stability in comparison to PEG–PVL. These studies indicate the
following stability hierarchy within these materials: PMix ~ PEG–
PLA << PEG–PVL < PEG–PVL–PLA.

Cargo Encapsulation
We investigated model cargo encapsulation using Oil Red O (ORO)
(logP = 9.81)45 as a model hydrophobic cargo. PEG–PVL NPs had
the highest encapsulation efficiencies. Of the studies targeting NP
loading of 2% w/w ORO with respect to polymer, the PEG–PVL
and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs showed the highest loading efficiency of
0.93 $ 0.13 and 0.94 $ 0.18, respectively, whereas the loading
efficiency of PEG–PLA (0.76 $ 0.09) and PMix (0.76 $ 0.06) NPs
was lower. These results suggest that the amount of ORO that can
be encapsulated is strongly impacted by the intermolecular inter-
actions with the hydrophobic core. A trend of decreasing encapsu-
lation efficiency with increased ORO loading was observed across
groups; however, this trend was most prominent in PMix and

PEG–PVL–PLA groups [Fig. 4(a)]. PEG–PVL maintained the highest
loading efficiency 0.81 $ 0.03 at 10% w/w, whereas PEG–PLA,
PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs exhibited 0.65 $ 0.03, 0.39 $ 0.01,
and 0.51 $ 0.06 w/w loading, respectively. These results suggest
that PEG–PVL NPs have a greater capacity to encapsulate hydro-
phobic small molecules at 10% (w/w) loading concentrations.

We also investigated encapsulation using fluorescein (logP =
3.86)46 [Fig. 4(b)]. The trends observed for fluorescein encapsula-
tion were similar to those observed for ORO encapsulation. PEG–
PVL and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs showed the highest loading efficiency
at 2%w/w fluorescein at 0.97 $ 0.01 and 0.964 $ 0.005, respec-
tively. PMix and PEG–PLA NPs exhibited loading efficiencies
of 0.76 $ 0.01 and 0.50 $ 0.04, respectively. PEG–PVL retained
the highest loading efficiency up to 10% w/w fluorescein
(0.76 $ 0.04) compared to PEG–PLA (0.51 $ 0.01), PMix
(0.16 $ 0.08), and PEG–PVL–PLA (0.59 $ 0.09). PMix NPs
showed decreased loading efficiency at fluorescein loadings above
2% compared to other NP compositions, with 0.10 $ 0.10 at 6%
fluorescein and 0.16 $ 0.08 at 10% fluorescein. These results
suggest that PEG–PVL and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs have the greatest
capacity to encapsulate cargowith intermediate logP values, espe-
cially at 2%–6% (w/w) loading concentrations.

In these studies, we observed that PMix NPs showed the low-
est encapsulation efficiency, whereas PEG–PVL and PEG–PVL–
PLA NPs had similarly high levels of encapsulation, whereby
encapsulation characteristics exhibited the following trend:
PMix < PEG–PLA < PEG–PVL ~ PEG–PVL–PLA.
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FIGURE 3 Nanoparticle stability as relative particle diameter over 12 weeks of PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL, PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLA nanoparticles
exposed to four incubation conditions: (a) room temperature; (b) 37 !C; (c) acidic condition (pH = 2; 37 !C); (d) digestive enzyme (lipase;
51kU/L; 37 !C). Data expressed asmean $ standard deviation (s.d.) (n = 3) [Color figure canbe viewedatwileyonlinelibrary.com]
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In vitro Cargo Release
ORO release fromPEG–PVL, PMix, andPEG–PVL–PLANPs appeared
to be roughly zero-order in nature for the duration of the 12 week
study (Fig. 5). It was expected that the highly hydrophobic nature of
the model cargo would result in slow release as the polymer chains
hydrolytically erode into the release media. Batycky et al. describe
that in the release of hydrophobic cargo, hydration and erosion
change the pore size within the particle over time, allowing for the
release of the cargo after an induction period.47 In this model, the

radius of the particle is assumed to remain unchanged during the
erosion process. This assumption is consistent with our stability
data, which indicated that there is no change in particle diameter in
all NP groups tested for at least 7 weeks, when PEG–PLA and PMix
NPs began to agglomerate. The release curves (Fig. 5) suggest an
induction period before erosion-driven release begins. Mean induc-
tion time appears to range between 0 and 3 weeks, with the longest
induction time seen for PEG–PVL–PLA particles (3 $ 2 weeks).
Data points after induction time were fit with the Korsmeyer-
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(b) fluorescein loading into PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL, PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs during nanoprecipitation. Data expressed as
mean $ standard deviation (n = 3) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 5 In vitro ORO release from (a) PEG–PLA, (b) PEG–PVL, (c) PMix, and (d) PEG–PVL–PLA nanoparticles over 12 weeks. Data
expressed as mean $ standard deviation (n = 3) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Peppas release equation, and all NPs had n values of approxi-
mately 1, suggesting erosion is the primary mode of release
(Table 2).48,49 PEG–PVL–PLA NPs showed decreased cumulative
release compared to the other groups over the course of the
12-week study. This observation may result from the prolonged
stability of PEG–PVL–PLA NPs combined with the longer 3-week
induction time observed before release begins. Release of ORO
from PEG–PLA NPs exhibited steady release for the first 6 weeks
followed by stagnation after approximately 6 weeks. The timing
of the decrease in ORO release rate at approximately 6 weeks cor-
relates with the onset of PEG–PLA NP instability observed in the
degradation studies discussed above, suggesting that NP aggrega-
tion may impede the release of ORO into the media. Although
these studies were not continued beyond 12 weeks, it is expected
that consistent release from NPs would continue. Because ORO
release did not reach a plateau region during this 12 week period,
we reflectM∞ as the reported encapsulation efficiency.

Fluorescein release from each of the NPs was measured over a
5 week period (Fig. 6). It has previously been reported that burst
release is expected when diffusion is the predominant release
mechanism.50 Accordingly, we expected that fluorescein, which
has a logP value that favors the aqueous phase, would diffuses
rapidly out of the NPs into the surrounding aqueous release
media. The first 60% of fluorescein release was initially analyzed
using the Korsmeyer-Peppas release equation.48,51 NPs exhibited
n values ranging from 0.7 to 0.9, which is within the range for
anomalous release from a sphere (Table 2). It was expected that
the relative hydrophilicity of fluorescein would cause release to
be primarily by diffusion, but the anomalous release observed
here suggests a combination of diffusion and erosion. Ritger et al.
state that although the generalized power law equation can be
used for non-planar geometries, the interpretation of the n and
k parameters may be affected.51 To further characterize the
release of hydrophilic cargo from the NPs, Ritger-Peppas fickian

TABLE 2 Korsmeyer-Peppas Release of ORO and Fluorescein-Loaded NPs

ORO Fluorescein

Induction k n D k n
Polymer (weeks) (day1 / n) (nm2/day) (day1 / n)

PEG–PLA 0 $ 0 0.012 1.1 20.6 0.092 0.90

PEG–PVL 1 $ 1 0.021 0.8 13.1 0.10 0.74
PMix 1 $ 1 0.0016 1.4 14.7 0.15 0.74

PEG–PVL–PLA 3 $ 2 0.0045 1.2 16.2 0.16 0.67
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FIGURE 6 In vitro fluorescein release from (a) PEG–PLA, (b) PEG–PVL, (c) PMix, and (d) PEG–PVL–PLA nanoparticles over 5 weeks.
Particles were incubated in pH = 7.4 phosphate-buffered saline at 37 !C. Data expressed as mean $ standard deviation (n = 3) [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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diffusion from a spherewas also used tomodel the data.51 The dif-
fusion coefficient ranged from 13.1 to 20.6 nm2/day for all NP
groups (Table 2). In these studies, M∞ is not reflective of mea-
sured loading efficiencies for fluorescein and is adjusted such that
release curves approach 1.0 at t∞. It is possible that some degree
of self-quenching may occur with entrapped fluorescein and that
fluorescein loading in NPs was overestimated. Cumulative release
after 5 weeks based on loading efficiency values were
0.40 $ 0.10 for PEG–PLA, 0.64 $ 0.04 for PEG–PVL, 0.48 $ 0.02
for PMix, and 0.56 $ 0.06 for PEG–PVL–PLA NPs. Here, Mt/M∞

was determined to be 0.4, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.6 for PEG–PLA, PEG–PVL,
PMix, and PEG–PVL–PLANPs, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate that polymer NP stability, cargo
loading, and release properties can be enhanced through alter-
ation of composition and architecture of the polymers used to
prepare them. NPs are exposed to a range of conditions in
various therapeutic applications and understanding the criti-
cal design criteria underlying structure–property relationships
along multiple axis (e.g., cargo encapsulation, stability under
diverse conditions) will enable the development of NPs that
are optimal for their intended function.

NP stability can be tuned with polymer composition and struc-
ture for optimal performance under different environmental con-
ditions. Based on the observed stability of NP groups in this
study, it appears that the PLA component of the PMix NPs may
account for the similar pattern of instability onset between the
PEG–PLA and PMix groups. In contrast, the PVL component of
the PEG–PVL–PLA copolymer appears to contribute to a large
increase in NP stability. In the PEG–PVL–PLA NPs, the PVL por-
tion of the tri-block copolymer connects directly to the PEG chain
of the hydrophilic corona of the NPs. For this reason, it is likely
that the outer surface of the PEG–PVL–PLA hydrophobic core is
primarily composed of PVL, which may act as a protective shield
for the PLA component in the 37 !C and acidic conditions. PVL
chains have fewer ester functional groups per monomer and are
more hydrophobic, making them less susceptible to hydrolysis
than PLA chains. This feature may explain the prolonged stability
observed for PEG–PVL and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs when compared
to PEG–PLA and PMix NPs. Under lipase conditions, however,
PEG–PVL NPs degraded rapidly compared to PEG–PLA NPs.
Lipase is a digestive enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ester
bonds in triglycerides. The heightened degradation of PEG–PVL
NPs in the presence of lipase may result from decreased steric
hindrance when compared to PLA, which contains methyl groups
pendant from the backbone in the alpha position relative to the
backbone esters, thus allowing more facile lipase access to the
esters along the polymer chain.

The PVL component of the NPs exhibited improved cargo loading
for both fluorescein and ORO cargo. These observations are cor-
roborated by a report by Lin et al., where encapsulation efficiency
of indomethacin, a hydrophobic anti-inflammatory drug, was
observed to be significantly lower in PEG–PLA NPs than in PEG–
PVL NPs.39 The decreased encapsulation efficiency observed in

PMix NPs compared to either PEG–PLA or PEG–PVL NPs, sug-
gests an antagonistic interaction between the cargo and the two
polymer components in the physical mixture that reduces encap-
sulation during the nanoprecipitation process. In addition, the
high encapsulation efficiencies observed at ORO loadings of 2%
and 6% for both PEG–PVL and PEG–PVL–PLA NPs may be related
to favorable intermolecular interactions with the PVL block in the
tri-block copolymer.

The glass transition temperatures of the PVL and PLA blocks
appeared to play a critical role in determining the release
kinetics of molecular cargo from different NPs types. PEG–PVL
NPs, which had a glass transition temperature of approxi-
mately −80 !C, exhibited the most rapid release of entrapped
cargo, whereas PEG–PLA NPs, which had glass transition tem-
peratures of approximately 15 !C, exhibited much slower
cargo release. Sustained release is desirable in many applica-
tions to eliminate negative effects from burst release and to
ensure release occurs over a similar time-frame as particle
degradation to prevent the accumulation of particle compo-
nents. PMix particles, which comprise a physical mixture of
PEG–PLA and PEG–PVL, exhibited rapid release similar to
PEG–PVL alone, whereas PEG–PVL–PLA NPs exhibited slow
release similar to PEG–PLA alone.

Through these studies, it appear that NPs comprised of PEG–
PVL–PLA tri-block copolymers exhibit synergistic contribu-
tions of PLA and PVL to enhance NP stability under numerous
conditions, enhance cargo encapsulation, and slow down the
release of entrapped cargo.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have examined the impact of polymer composi-
tion and molecular architecture on the behavior of self-assembled
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FIGURE 7 Schematic summary of stability versus release and
encapsulation properties of (a) PEG–PLA, (b) PEG–PVL, (c) PMix,
and (d) PEG–PVL–PLA nanoparticles. Data expressed as mean $
standard deviation (n = 3) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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NPs. The optimal NP for therapeutic delivery will, in many
cases, have cargo release rates on the same time-frame as deg-
radation rates, such that NPs do not accumulate in vivo after
releasing their cargo. We have shown that organocatalytic ROP
techniques can provide a simple and rapid method to prepare
advanced polymers enabling more effective polymeric NPs. Our
results have shown that the NPs comprising PEG–PVL–PLA tri-
block copolymers exhibit the best combination of stability
across numerous conditions, cargo encapsulation efficiency
with multiple cargo, and release properties of the four NP sys-
tems evaluated (Fig. 7). The PEG–PVL–PLA NP platform
appears to be robust under a variety of relevant conditions and
has potential utility as a delivery vehicle for pharmaceuticals.
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